I. Rewrite these sentences in indirect speech:

1) Jai said, “I like eating pizza.”
2) Rita said, “My aunt is baking a cake.”
3) Rocky said, “I have slept for a while.”
4) She said, “I have been swimming since I was eight years old.”
5) He said, “I bought a book for my mother.”
6) He said, “Rana was exercising in his room.”
7) Rosy said, “Rita had done this before.”
8) Mani said to Kunal, “I eat an apple everyday.”
9) I said to him, “My mother will come to school today.”
10) The teacher said to the pupils, “You must apologise to her right now.”
11) She said to me, “I am going to London tomorrow.”
12) “I saw a movie yesterday,” Swami said to Harish.
13) He said to the painter, “You are taking too long to finish the portrait.”
14) The lady said to her daughter, “You are very insensitive.”
15) Ram said, “I shall finish the project today.”

II. The following passage has not been edited. There is an error in each line. Write the incorrect word and the correction in the blanks provided.

Incorrect                        Correct
India is one of a sixth largest country on the world area wise.

Our country is famous to its culture and diverse physical land froms.

III. Fill in the blanks with the correct form of word given in the bracket:

My sister ________(like) travelling. She_______(work) for a travel agency. I _____(be) also fond of travelling to exotic places.

IV. Rewrite the following words and phrases into meaningful sentences. One is done as an example.

important role/outdoor games/in maintaining/play a very/good health

Outdoor games play a very important role in maintaining good health.

1) should/play /outdoor games/indoor games/children/over/therefore

2) video games/can make/indoor games/a child/like/isolated and lazy